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Progress Energy Math, Science, and Energy Education Grant

Project Title

Harnessing Earth's Energy - Exploring the Possibilities!

Grant Category 

Energy Education

Lead Teacher Name
Beth Wile    

Class Subject

Earth Space Science
Grade Level
8th Grade  

School 
Freedom Middle School  

2011 School Grade 
A  

Phone
407-858-6130   

Email Address
beth.wile@ocps.net  

Other Project Team Members (Full Names... if any) 

Principal’s Name 
Douglas W. Szcinski  

Principal’s Email Address
douglas.szcinski@ocps.net  

Grant Application Request Amount:(example 1000)
2995.88

Estimated Number of Participating Students
462  

2010-2011 
Ethnic 
Distribution:

% White % Black % Asian % Multi-Cultural
% American 

Indian/Alaska 
Native

% Non-Hispanic % Hispanic

School 21  17  8  4  1  50  50  

 

Project description (1,500 characters or less)Value - 25 points 
How will the equipment/materials address your classroom needs and student needs as it relates to the grant for which you are applying (math, science 
or energy education). 
 
Our project involves a rotation of stations to understand how energy in Earth systems can exist in a number of forms (e.g., 
thermal energy as heat in the Earth, chemical energy stored as fossil fuels, mechanical energy as delivered by tides) and can be 
transformed from one state to another and move from one reservoir to another. Movement of matter through and between Earth’s 
systems is driven by Earth’s internal and external (Sun as primary) sources of energy. Thermal energy is transferred by radiation, 
convection, and conduction. All sources of energy for human consumption (e.g., solar, wind, nuclear, ethanol, hydrogen, 
geothermal, hydroelectric) have advantages and disadvantages. Through these hands- on/inquiry based lab stations students will 
begin to develop a deeper understanding of Earth’s energies, their impact by humans and problem solve on how to create 
alternative energy without using fossil fuels. The goal of this project is to have students increase their STEM awareness, use 
modern technologies used in scientific investigations for environmental study and to understand and apply science concepts of 
sustainable energy of natural resources of our community and planet. In addition to the energy station materials this grant will 
provide students with additional assessment of earth space energy concepts which will enhance their depth of knowledge and 
understanding.

2. Project objectives (3,000 characters or less) Value - 20 points 
A. Explain how this project will enhance standard classroom math / science activities or energy education. 
B. What investigative math and/or science skills will be learned? 
C. What energy education lessons will be learned? 
D. How will it achieve academic gain for low-performing students?
 
This project will allow students to explore growing technology that impacts our environmental sustainability. The student will 
understand that science ethics demand that scientists must not knowingly subject coworkers, students, the neighborhood, or the 
community to health or property risks. The student will understand that no matter who does science and mathematics or invents 
things, or when or where they do it, the knowledge and technology that result can eventually become available to everyone. The 
student identifies forms of energy and explains that they can be measured and compared and form new scientific theories based 
upon repeatable experimentation and analysis. Normal instruction in earth science utilizes experiments that yield poor results, and 
are difficult for students to grasp and understand. In addition, the standard classroom activities include text readings, websites 
addressing the various concepts and the historical figures involved in the formation of these concepts, and video supplements that 
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